Gene products for nuclear hormone receptors, which are transcription factors, interact in the cell nuclei of neurons in a manner important for the hypothalamic control of instinctive behaviors. In doing so, the combinatorial logic of their competition or synergy may serve to integrate environmental and physiological constraints upon those behaviors.
The subject of 'genes controlling behavior' has aroused gene products which happen to be transcription factors. considerable public and scientific interest. Discussions about this subject have often been afflicted with false dichotomies: a behavior is said to be 'inherited' or not.
Estrogen and thyroid hormone receptors
Clearly, genes influence virtually every behavior through one route or another. Equally clear is the The environmental constraints upon reproduction in the female are severe, because of the prolonged and extreme difficulty of charting systematically the possible causal routes, if only because they can be no less expensive biological investment she must make, once pregnant. 5 Therefore, signals indicating cold temperacomplex than the organs controlling any given behavior.
tures, stress, inadequate food supplies, etc might well be expected to interfere with reproductive processes Hormone-stimulated behaviors offer advantages for study in this regard, because we can bring all the tools including reproductive behaviors. One new actor in this drama turns out to be the thyroid gland. Relations of experimental and molecular endocrinology to bear. Both direct and indirect contributions of genes to between thyroid hormones and reproductive physiology have been explored to some extent (reviewed in reproductive behaviors have been reported. [1] [2] [3] The relatively straightforward contribution of the estrogen Ref. 5 ), but until recently there was very little molecular and no behavioral work. receptor (ER) gene to female-typical lordosis behavior 1 is especially satisfying because it plugs into previous Both estrogen receptors (ER) and thyroid hormone receptors (TR) can bind DNA at a sequence whose analyses of neural circuitry and molecular mechanisms of sex motivation. 4 consensus half-site is AGGTCA. We have shown that estrogen-stimulated transcription is attenuated by But most genetic contributions to behavior are not so simple. Even in the early work, effects of genetic liganded TR. 6 These results suggest that ER and TR may compete at the DNA level. In addition, interrupbackground are apparent. In addition, the overlay of adult effects on the genetically determined develoption of ER-dependent transcription can proceed by a mechanism separate from competitive DNA binding, ment of the relevant neural circuits poses a real challenge for future study. Still another way of viewing the since a mutated TR which cannot bind normally to DNA also had this effect. Altogether, it appears that ER complexities involved raises important issues regarding interactions: interactions between a given gene and and TR interact in at least two ways to modulate estrogen-sensitive gene expression in the female rat hypoenvironment, and interactions among gene products. Two recent papers in PNAS delve into both of these, thalamus ( Figure 1 ). Do these relationships between ER and TR have any because a type of environmental, zoological thinking led us to examine competitive relations between two behavioral consequences? Experiments were performed with ovariectomized female rats treated with high doses of T3 or vehicle and found that thyroid hormone treatment resulted in lower levels of estrogen- there does seem to be some generality of the findings quoted above.
Alternative approaches
Even though competition for DNA binding to an ERE represents one possible mechanism for TR/ER opposition, other events in the cell nucleus including a variety of protein-protein interactions must be explored.
Rapid effects of thyroid hormones on rat brain elec- 
Systematic studies of gene/behavior relations
hormones also have this anti-reproductive effect. Thyroid hormone interference with estradiol-induced Studies of hormone-sensitive behaviors have the advantage that we can manipulate and analyze genes behavior could not be explained by a reduction of plasma E concentrations nor by a general reduction in for transcription factors such as nuclear hormone receptors in neurons which generate molar behaviors. E responsiveness nor by reduction in hypothalamic ER immunoreactivity.
In some cases the results are simple: estrogen receptor knockout (ERKO) females won't do lordosis. 1 In other respects, the results are more surprising. For example, New questions We hypothesize that the DNA binding and transcripconsider 'masculinization' and 'feminization' as two ends of a continuum, the effect of estrogen receptor tional effects of T3 are at the base of the behavioral effects, but this inference remains to be tested. Furthergene knockout on that continuum is opposite according to the gender of the mouse: in genetic females, more, we speculate that signaling through thyroid alterations could mediate some of the effects of ERKOs are more masculinized whereas in genetic males ERKOs are more feminized.
3 environment on reproduction, but this also remains to be tested. Results so far open up the possibility of molComplexities such as these in addition to the following considerations place a serious upper limit on our ecular interactions on DNA in hypothalamic neurons as encoding mechanisms for environmental signals, a abilities to conceptualize gene/behavior relations in a systematic way. That is, the pleiotropic nature of each new field in the study of neuronal integration.
The experimental results quoted above find support gene's action, the overlapping of functions between genes, varying degrees of penetrance, as well as the in new work on the rat pituitary. At the beginning, growth-related estrogen effects were strong in the very complexity of the CNS all conspire to make it virtually impossible to construct simple charts describing female pituitary but not the male. 8 In turn, the trophic actions of estrogen in the female pituitary were how genes influence behavior (Figure 2) . Instead, the safest and most comprehensive way to opposed by thyroid hormone administration. New experiments in brain tissue dealt with gene expression conceptualize these behavioral mechanisms is to begin with the essential biological function served by a given for oxytocin. Some of the experimental groups yielded results once again indicating opposition between thybehavior and then to 'reason backwards' (in the form of geometric axioms) to see what genetic and neural roid and estrogen actions although the pattern of results does not easily explain the changes in lordosis mechanisms are required for that particular function to in which they contribute to that systematically conceived 
